
Judges Enhancement Program – effective January 1, 2017 

What does it take to be a “Good” field trial judge?  Basic requirements include Knowledge, Observation 
skills, Effective Communication, Recording skills and Self Confidence.  In an effort to constantly strive to 
improve our trial game, and enhance growth opportunities moving forward, we offer the following: 

1.) ALL Apprentice Candidates must attend a judging seminar prior to being considered for the 
program. The only format to be used for which an Apprentice will receive credit, is the standard 
program approved by ESSFTA. As part of the seminar, the Apprentice candidates should be 
evaluated in the field on how they handle their dogs and the decisions they make based on 
conditions, wind, terrain, etc. in an informal setting at the end of the seminar. A candidate has 
the option to attend a seminar in any Inter-club. 
 

2.) ALL Apprentice candidates are required to successfully complete the ESSFTA written judges test. 
Any failures on the written test will suspend the candidate for a minimum of one (1) year and 
require that the candidate attend a new judging seminar and be re-approved for the program 
before continuing. (PC to work on creating an on-line test, with multiple versions) 
 
 

3.) Apprentice candidates will be required to have significant handling experience, to include 
running a minimum of fifty (50) all age stakes. Candidates need to be able to show success in the 
trial game by way of making champions, or at minimum wins and placements in several of the 
fifty (50) all age stakes. 
 
The Candidate will also be required to have: 
A. Competed with at least two (2) different dogs 
B. Run in at least eight (8) different club trials and locations, and at least two (2) different inter-

clubs. 
C. Qualified a dog for at least three (3) Nationals. 
D. Served on at least five (5) field trial committees. 
E. Judged at least six (6) puppy stakes 
F. Played an active role in field trial clubs, such as planting, gunning, grounds layout, club 

officer, judge’s steward, etc. 
G. Established a reputation for good sportsmanship throughout, and be in good standing with 

the AKC and ESSFTA.   
H. Apprentice candidate will keep track of meeting above requirements and present to 

Apprentice Coordinator prior to apprentice assignment 
    

4.) The Apprentice candidate must be sponsored by two (2) judges that are qualified to Teach 
(Judges who have judged a minimum of twenty-four (24) All age stakes) in order to be eligible to 
enroll in the program.  One of the sponsoring judges will judge with the Apprentice for the first 
licensed assignment. The Regional Governor must also sign-off on the candidate.  

5.) The field work is to be extended to three (3) Apprentice assignments, in at least two (2) different 
inter-clubs to experience different cover and scenting conditions.  The “Teaching Judges” MUST 



critique and evaluate the candidate, and determine if they are adequately prepared and well 
suited to be an all age judge. If not approved by any “Teaching Judge”, candidate must 
successfully complete a fourth assignment before final approval. 
 Candidate will be required to use the teaching judges score sheet and scoring system during 
each apprenticeship.  Sponsoring judges will also be expected to act as mentors to those 
candidates they endorse. 
 

6.) Effective January 1, 2017, every judge will be required to attend/participate in an ESSFTA 
approved Judges Seminar once every 5 years to maintain an Active Judging Status. 
 

7.) In addition, effective January 1, 2017 every judge must have run a springer spaniel in a minimum 
of 5 all age stakes over a 5 year period. 
  

 

 


